Stepless Remote Control
for Lift&Drive™
SteplessRemoteControlforLift&Drive™

Stepless precision with fingertip feeling!

Handheld and ergonomically designed Remote Control with stepless function made for maneuvering load carriers on Pronomic Lift&Drive™ trolleys more precisely than ever before.

With stepless maneuvering the load carrier can easily be raised/lowered by the potentiometer. The speed can be continuously varied from very slow to medium before it reaches its full speed. Release your finger from the potentiometer and the load will smoothly stop.

This stepless remote control is optimal for our fast lifting trolley Lift&Drive™ 130P. An unloaded 130P trolley can go from full speed 140mm/sec down to merely 2,5mm/sec.

Stepless remote control is of course also available to all of our lifting trolleys in the Lift&Drive™ family.

Accessories

Holder to the remote control are included.

Upgrade

Existing lifting trolleys can be upgraded with Stepless Remote Control by installing an upgrade kit. Contact our support department for more information.